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It has not been widely noted that the Amendment Act of 2008 only builds upon
the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) (Amendment) Act, 2004. It repealed POTA but
retained its  structure.  The pass  was  sold  in  2004.  It  discarded an  obnoxious
provision in POTA, which made confessions to the police admissible in evidence.
But the Act of 2004 altered the parent Act of 1967 for the worse. The Act of 2008
aggravates an already bad situation. - A. G. Noorani, 2009

The  UAPA  Amendment  Bill  is  dangerous.  Our  examining  principle  should  be:
counterterrorism measures should not facilitate, or have the potential, for state
terrorism. - Rajeev Dhawan, Senior Lawyer

Past  working  of  these  laws  has,  however,  also  demonstrated  that  they  have
almost always been used in the interest of the politically dominant, and have
been  anti-people,  especially  detrimental  for  the  democratic  rights  of  the
disadvantaged. – Ujjwal Kumar Singh, Professor, Political Science, Delhi University

In December 2008, the Government of India made two acts in unprecedented haste
just after the Mumbai  blasts.  One was the formation of  a  National  Investigation
Agency and the other is the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Amendment Act of 2008
(Act no. 35 of 2008). Both these bills were placed and passed in the Lok Sabha and
the Rajya Sabha without a whimper of protest from any quarter. And the process for
the formation of the agency commenced forthwith; without any discussion, without
giving any time for people to realize the implications of what actually was going to
take place, the central government raised the pretext of “emergency situation”, the
plea of  “protecting the security”  of  the Indian masses and took  away from the
people many of the rights and safeguards recognized at the international level as
also in the Indian Constitution. The recent acts have made a mockery of democracy
in this ‘land of largest democracy’ of the world.

What  are  the  main  provisions  of  this  UA(P)A  Act  of  2008?  It  has  revised  the
provisions of the Cr.PC—the main criminal codes as prevalent in India.

First, according to the existing law, if anyone is charged with indulging in “terrorist”
activities, he or she can be kept under police custody for 15 days together (Section
43D); the new law extends this period to 30 days.

Second, according to the existing law again, if the police fail to submit the charge-
sheet within 90 days of arrest, then the prisoner will get bail on the 91 st day. In the
new law, that period is extended to 180 days. It clearly implies that in the meantime
the police officials would try to procure false evidence from ghost witnesses, which



would be prepared by the National  Investigation Agency (NIA) that would act as
complimentary to the main act.  By section 17 (2) of  the NIA again,  neither the
prisoners nor their lawyers would know who those ghost witnesses are. Meantime,
the police would be legally empowered to take prisoners into custody from prisons
in the name of investigation for an unspecified number of times for a further period
of 150 days over and above the 30 days which the prisoner had already undergone
earlier.  How  the  prisoners  are  treated  in  the  police  lock-ups  and  various
investigation  centres  (read  torture  chambers,  as  the  traumatic  experience
undergone by many prisoners would testify), how they are subjected to physical and
mental  tortures,  rape  and  humiliation  of  all  types—both  third  degree  tortures
condemned  by  international  declarations  many  a  time,  as  also  long  periods  of
interrogation continuing without any break by batches of intelligence officials and
thereby denying the prisoners any sleep at all. These acts of brutality are too well
known to be retold here.

Third, under the new law, it is next to impossible for a prisoner to secure bail. Even
after being detained in prison and police lock ups for 180 days, the court would not
grant  bail—a measure that clearly goes against  the rights of  the prisoners.  The
granting of bail depends solely on the sweet will of the government. The long period
of incarceration of Binayak Sen and many others are cases that assume particular
relevance here.

Fourth, under this act, the onus of proving the guilt of the accused does not lie with
the government, as the normal law demands; on the contrary, the onus of proving
one’s  innocence  lies  with  the  detained.  It  is  nothing  but  trampling  down  all
internationally recognized fundamental rights of the citizens. So under this law, the
detained is  deprived of  the right of  freedom. It  is  a continuation of  the clauses
tagged to previous draconian laws such as the TADA and POTA.

Fifth, under section 22 of  the Cr.PC after arrest,  the detained would have to be
produced before the court within 24 hours. In a striking departure from this law, by
section  43B(2)  of  the  amended  act,  the  clause  of  24  hours  was  deleted  by
deliberate omission and thereby the extended period of illegal detention ‘legally’.

Sixth, under this act, the citizens are bound to supply information to the policeman
about  the  movements  of  their  neighbours  or  others  who,  in  the  eyes  of  the
government, are ‘terrorists’ or persons of suspicious character. In case they fail to
do so, they themselves would be liable to arrest. In fact, in the eyes of the state, all
citizens are prospective ‘terrorists’. This has become the face of ‘Indian democracy’.
What the government is actually trying to do particularly after 9/11 and the so-
called ‘war against terror’  is to single out some sections of society for isolation,
humiliation and liquidation.



Seventh, under this law, if any bureaucrat of the rank of joint secretary thinks it fit,
then  he  can  raid  the  house  of  any  person,  seize  articles  and  arrest  him.  This
provision under section 43 is  an infringement on the privacy of  the citizen and
makes a mockery of all safeguards against arbitrary arrests.

Eighth, under this act, the government assumes the legal right to arrest writers,
journalists and artists for writing articles or showing documentary films that, in their
eyes, are “intending to aid” “terrorism”. That what has been created is a suspicious
state  empowering  suspicious  officials  and  citizens  to  act  suspiciously  on  any
supposed suspect.

Ninth,  here there is  a clear discriminatory attitude towards foreigners.  “Foreign”
“suspected terrorists” would not get release on bail except under very exceptional
circumstances.  Such  clause  is  a  clear  violation  of  section  14  of  the  ICCPR
(International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights), which already holds that there
should not be any discriminatory attitude on grounds of nationality. There is, side by
side, the violation of another inalienable right—the right to be recognized as an
individual.

Tenth, this act also tramples with the right to fair trial in the court of law. Under
section  42-E  (which  formed  part  of  the  TADA  and  POTA  also)  if  weapons  and
explosives are found in the possession of the accused, then it would automatically
imply that the accused was connected with some ‘terrorist’ activities. Governments
of different states have showed with impunity time and again that it was the easiest
of tasks to tag in arms cases after arrest by implanting arms or putting the hand
impression of the detained person on explosives or weapons in order to prove his
‘guilt’. That this clause was totally arbitrary had been recognized some years back
in a Supreme Court verdict under the TADA court which was as follows: “…there is
no doubt that no one has justification to have such arms and ammunitions…but
unjustifiable  possession  does  not  make  a  person  terrorist  or  disruptionist…this
section…has to be immune from attack of arbitrariness” (Kartar Singh vs State of
Punjab, 1994, 3, SCC). The human Rights Committee of the United Nations pointed
out while referring to section 14 of ICCPR that one was to be treated innocent unless
proved guilty. This “is fundamental to the protection of human rights…no guilt can
be presumed until the charge has been proved beyond reasonable doubt”.

Eleventh,  this  draconian  law,  like  the  POTA of  2004 (section  46)  empowers  the
government agents to tap the phone calls and other mediums of communications
that can be used against the citizens.

Twelfth, in respect of punishment, the period is extended in all cases without any
consideration of the specific nature of each case; the minimum term is five years
and the maximum is life imprisonment or death sentence.



Needless  to  say,  this  act,  like  the  previous  POTA,  TADA and other  similar  acts,
tramples all  fundamental  rights of  the people, thereby betraying the anti-people
policies of the Indian State. This act as later events have showed, will be directed
against all dissident voices, such as the Maoists, Muslims, people fighting for the
right  of  self-determination  in  Kashmir,  North  East  as  also  the  human  rights
defenders,  people’s  activists  who  dare  to  stand  against  injustice,  oppression,
exploitation  and humiliation  of  different  types.  It  is  the  duty  of  the  democratic
people, the democratic press to raise their voice against this draconian act.


